Taking the distribution route optimization of refined oil as background, this paper studies the inventory routing problem of refined oil distribution based on working time equilibrium. In consideration of the constraints of vehicle capacity, time window for unloading oil, service time and demand of each gas station, we take the working time equilibrium of each vehicle as goal and establish an integer programming model for the vehicle routing problem of refined oil distribution, the objective function of the model is to minimize the maximum working time of vehicles. To solve this model, a Lingo program was written and a heuristic algorithm was designed. We further use the random generation method to produce an example with 10 gas stations. The local optimal solution and approximate optimal solution are obtained by using Lingo software and heuristic algorithm respectively. By comparing the approximate optimal solution obtained by heuristic algorithm with the local optimal solution obtained by Lingo software, the feasibility of the model and the effectiveness of the heuristic algorithm are verified. The results of this paper provide a theoretical basis for the scheduling department to formulate the oil distribution plan.
Introduction
Inventory and transportation are the most important issues of the logistics system, which are the two main links of the logistics to obtain the "time value" and the "space value", and their consumption accounts for 2/3 of the total logistics cost [1] . The classical inventory routing problems mainly study one supplier providing distribution service to several customers, whose constraints are customers' demands, customers' delivery time windows and customers' inventory capacities; the objective function is to minimize the total cost. Many scholars have studied the inventory routing problem (IRP) and got fruitful theories. Clauclia et al. proposed the distribution problem of discrete time, which used the inventory and transportation cost minimization as the objective function [2] . Vansteenwegen and Mateo studied the single vehicle cycle inventory routing problem, considered the single vehicle cyclic distribution problem instead of the situation that unlimited vehicle could be used and took the total cost minimization as the main factor [3] . Li et al. studied the inventory routing problem of refined oil distribution under the assumption that each gas station could be served only once and obey the rule of maximum amount of replenishment. They built a mathematical model to minimize the travel time and designed a tabu search algorithm to solve this model [4] . In 2007, Li proposed the vehicle routing problem with time windows and random travel time, and designed a tabu search algorithm based on stochastic simulation [5] . When the vehicle routing problem with time windows was studied by Jiang, the VRPTW optimization model with penalty function was given, and the genetic algorithm was used to solve this problem [6] . Zhao et al. put forward the stochastic demand inventory-routing problem model with hard time window in 2014, and took the operating costs of system and the number of vehicles minimization as the objective function. A heuristic algorithm based on (s, S) inventory policy and modified C-W saving algorithm was given [7] . Milorad et al. proposed a mixed integer programming model to solve multi-product multi-period inventory routing problem and adopted a heuristic approach to observe the impact of fleet size costs on the solutions that were obtained [8] . Yan et al. presented a model for solving a multi objective vehicle routing problem with soft time-window constraints. The total transportation cost and the required fleet size were minimized in this model and a modified genetic algorithm was used to test the model [9] . In 2007, Raa et al. assumed that customer demand rates were deterministic constant when they studied the IRP problem. The objective of this model was to minimize average distribution and inventory costs without causing any stock-out at the customers and a heuristic solution approach was proposed for solving the model [10] .
Most of the research on inventory routing optimization problem regarded the total distribution time or the total distribution cost minimum as the objective function, but few researchers considered the vehicle's working time equilibrium problem. In addition to the total distribution cost, another objective is to equilibrate each vehicle's working time as far as possible in actual arrangements for distribution planning. In this paper, we study the vehicle routing problem of refined oil distribution with hard time window, and formulate the problem into an integer programming model. The objective function of the model is to minimize the maximum working time of all vehicles. In the actual vehicle scheduling, it is often required to equilibrate the working time of the tankers as far as possible, so the problem of this paper has some practical significance. This model includes the constraints of vehicle capacity, demand of gas station and so on. We will design a heuristic algorithm to solve this model efficiently.
Problem Description and Mathematical Model

Problem Description
Taking the refined oil distribution logistics system into account which is managed by the gas station, the inventory routing problem of the refined oil distribution based on the working time equilibrium can be described as: an oil depot supplies a certain kind of refined oil to n gas stations, supposed that the oil depot has k tankers; When a tanker was filled with refined oil in the oil depot, it started from the oil depot and distributed refined oil to several gas stations, and then returned to oil depot after the distribution task was finished. Each gas station has a fixed unloading time window; the tanker must unload oil for the gas station at its time window. If the arrival time of tanker is earlier than the earliest unloading time of the gas station, the tanker must wait. If the arrival time of tanker is later than the latest time, the gas station will out of stock. The demand of a gas station can be carried out by multiple tankers; the tanker capacity, the demand of refined oil for each gas station are given the distance between gas stations, and distance between gas stations and oil depot are given; the service time and time window of each gas station are given. The working time of a tanker in the above problem refers to the total duration of the tanker from the depot to the end of the return to the oil depot. When all the working hours of the tankers are exactly same, the working time can reach a complete equilibrium state and the maximum working time of all tankers is the minimum. In practice, it is difficult to find an optimal routing scheme which makes the full equilibrium of the working time of each tanker because of the difference of tanker capacity and gas stations' service time window. When the operating time of each tanker is not exactly the same, the corresponding maximum working time of all vehicles will increased. According to this thought, a mathematical model for the inventory routing problem of refined oil distribution based on the working time equilibrium can be established.
Mathematical Model
Defines the following symbols and variables at first:
: set of oil depot and gas stations. In order to establish the model conveniently, we use two points to represent the oil depot, 0 represents the oil depot that tanker starts from, n + 1 represents the oil depot that tanker returns to; 1, 2, , n  represent gas stations; t : the time that a tanker travels from gas station i to j; y: the maximum time that all the tankers return to the oil depot after the tasks is finished; The mathematical model can be described as follows:
The objective function (1) represents the minimization of the maximum working time of all tankers; Constraint (2) indicates that each gas station is served by at least one tanker; Constraints (3)- (4) indicate that the start point and the end point of each tanker's distribution route must be the oil depot;
Constraint (5) indicates that if a tanker drives into a gas station, it must leave the gas station when the task is completed;
Constraint (6) indicates that the total amount of the refined oil which is loaded in a tanker is no more than the capacity of the tanker; Constraint (7) indicates the relationship of arrival time between two adjacent gas stations on the same distribution route;
Constraint (8) means that the time for tanker to arrive at a gas station must be in its time window; Constraint (9) indicates that the amount of the refined oil of all tankers deliver to a certain gas station is equal to its demand; Constraint (10) ensures that the time that all tankers return to the oil depot is no longer than the maximum working time;
Constraints (11)- (12) are the value constraints of variables.
Heuristic Algorithm
The mathematical model of inventory routing problem based on the working time equilibrium is an integer programming model. Lingo software can be used to solve small size problems directly, but it needs a long time to get the solution of the large scale problems, so this paper will design a heuristic algorithm to solve this model. Several definitions are given as follows. Set of feasible successor gas stations: the set of feasible successor gas stations that can be served when a tanker unload oil at a gas station. Every gas station has a fixed time window to accept the service, and tanker needs a certain time to drive from current gas station to the successor one. If the arrival time to the successor gas station just falls in its service time window, the gas station will be a feasible successor gas station. Since each gas station has a time window, it is impossible that each gas station becomes a successor gas station.
According to the following rules, we can calculate the set of feasible successor gas stations. Because we consider the calculation of the set of feasible successor gas stations with hard time window, in order to avoid tankers waiting and gas station out of stock, it is necessary to calculate the feasible successor gas stations of oil depot and every gas station in the heuristic algorithm calculation process.
Assumed ib G is the set of feasible successor gas stations of gas station i, ob G indicates the set of feasible successor gas stations of oil depot. According to the time window calculation of gas station j, its revised time window corresponding to gas station i is:
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If there is an overlap between the time window of gas station i and the revised time window of gas station j corresponding to the gas station i, gas station j can be a successor gas station of gas station i, then gas station j can be added into the set of feasible successor gas stations of gas station i, otherwise, gas station j is not allowed to join in the set of feasible successor gas stations of gas station i.
For every gas station j in the set of the feasible successor gas stations of gas station i, we calculate its transfer probability ij p by the following equation:
 means the length of the overlap between two time windows.
After finishing the service for gas station i, the tanker will select a gas station from the set of feasible succes-sor gas stations based on the transfer probability. Firstly, the transfer probability is calculated, and the successor gas station is chosen by the roulette wheel method, and added to the tanker's route. The heuristic algorithm can be described as follows: Input: time window, demand and service time of each gas station, distance matrix and time matrix between gas stations and oil depot, the number of tankers, capacity of each tanker;
Step 0: Initialization
The departure time of tanker k from the oil depot is ( ) 0 t k = , the current position of tanker k is oil depot ( ) 0 S k = ; sequence of gas stations that tanker k has served is ( )
The set of gas stations that need to be served is
Step 1: Calculate the revised time window of each gas station j in the set of V to the gas station (or oil depot) where the tanker k is, and check whether there is an overlap between the time window of gas station (or oil depot) where tanker k is and the revised time window of gas station j. If there is an overlap, then gas station j will be added into the set G , which is the feasible successor gas stations of the gas station where tanker k is; otherwise, gas station j will not be added into
Step 2: Calculate the transfer probability of tanker k to each feasible successor gas station by equation 
G
by the roulette wheel method.
Suppose the successor gas station is j,
Step 3: If the demand of gas station j is less than the residual capacity of tanker k, then the replenishment quantity for gas station j is j q , update { } \ V V j = ; otherwise, the replenishment quantity for gas station j equals to the residual capacity of the tanker k and update the demand of gas station j to
Step 4: If the set
is empty, the route of tanker k is determined, go to Step 5; otherwise, go to Step 1.
Step 5: If the set V is empty, terminate the algorithm; otherwise, 1 k k = + , go to Step 6.
Step 6: If all tankers have been used up, terminate the algorithm; otherwise, go to Step 1. Output: the distribution route and loading capacity of each tanker, the unloading capacity of the refined oil per tanker at each gas station, the working time of each tanker, and the maximum working time to complete the distribution task.
Simulations Analysis
Suppose there is an oil depot supplies refined oil to 10 gas stations.0 indicates oil depot; 1 -10 indicate gas stations. There are 3 tankers in the oil depot, the driving speed of each tanker is 50 km/h, the capacity of each tanker is shown in Table 1 ; each gas station's demand, service time and hard time window are shown in Table 2 , distance between gas stations, and distance between gas stations and oil pot are shown in Table 3 ; the tanker's running time between any pair of gas stations, gas station and oil depot is shown in Table 4 .
Firstly, we use the Lingo software to solve the integer programming model which is established in this paper. When the solution option set to use global solver, Lingo cannot get the global optimal solution after 130 hours Table 2 . Related parameters of gas stations. Table 3 . The shortest distance between gas stations or oil depot (km). Table 4 . Driving time between gas stations or oil depot (hour). operating. Therefore, the solution option set to the local solver. After 70 hours of operation, the local optimal solution of the model is obtained by Lingo, and the results are as follows:
The distribution routes of the 3 tankers are respectively: 0-1-4-6-9-0; 0-8-7-5-0; 0-1-2-3-10-0. The arrival time of each tanker to the gas stations is shown in Table 5 .
From Table 5 , we can learn: the working time of tanker1 is 2.42 hours, that of tanker 2 is 2.42 hours and that of tanker 3 is 2.42 hours. The maximum working time is 2.42 hours, which means the optimal solution obtained by Lingo is 2.42 hours.
The amount of refined oil distributed for each gas station is shown in Table 6 . Next, according to the heuristic algorithm coded by Matlab software, we obtain an approximate optimal distribution route for 3 tankers: 0-1-3-2-8-0; 0-1-4-6-9-0; 0-7-5-10-0.
The arrival time of each tanker to the gas station is shown in Table 7 .
From Table 7 , we can learn that the working time of tanker 1 is 2.21 hours, which of tanker 2 is 2.42 hours and that of tanker 3 is 2.37 hours. The maximum working time is 2.42 hours, which means the optimal solution obtained by heuristic algorithm is 2.42 hours.
The amount of refined oil per tanker distributed for each gas station is shown in Table 8 . By comparison, we find that the approximate optimal solution obtained by the heuristic algorithm is approximately the same as the local optimal solution obtained by Lingo. But the local optimal solution of Lingo is better in terms of eliminating the working time difference of each tanker. But it needs a long time to obtain local optimal solution by Lingo, which cannot satisfy the requirement to obtain the optimal solution in short time. The operation time is greatly shorter by using heuristic algorithm coded by Matlab than using Lingo software to solve the integer programming model. i indicates the gas station; r represents arrival time; k refers to the tanker. Table 6 . The amount of refined oil distributed for each gas station (ton). i indicates the gas station; r represents arrival time; k refers to the tanker. Table 8 . The amount of refined oil distributed for each gas station (ton). 
Conclusions
The inventory routing problem is the key problem in making the distribution plan of the refined oil. The working time equilibrium of each tanker often needs to be considered in the actual arrangement of the oil delivery scheme. In this paper, we study the inventory routing problem, which is to make the working time equilibrium of the tanker as far as possible. The mathematical model of the problem is established and Lingo program is written for solving the model. We further design a heuristic algorithm to solve the problem quickly. The model and algorithm in this paper provide a theoretical basis for the formulation of the oil distribution plan. This paper only considers the inventory routing problem of single refined oil distribution and assumes that the demand of each gas station is determined, and a tanker is allowed to unload at multiple gas stations. In practice, the demand of gas stations is usually a random variable and the tanker for distribution of the refined oil usually has a plurality of compartments of different volumes. In order to facilitate the measurement of gas stations, the oil in one compartment must be unloaded to one gas station, in other words, the oil in one compartment can't be unloaded to multiple gas stations. We will consider a variety of refined oil distribution problem in the future research and add the vehicle compartment constraints and other conditions in order to get the results that are more suitable to the actual distribution plan.
